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Dramatis Personae

Astra Ordott   Political refugee. Code daughter of an 
Is-Lander mother and Non-Lander father

Zizi Kataru Astra Ordott’s Code father

The Council of New Continents (CONC)

Major Akira Thames  CONC Compound Director
Sandrine Moses Mobile Medical Unit supply coordinator
Photon Augenblick Mobile Medical Unit medic
Rudo Acadie Mobile Medical Unit medic
Msandi Mobile Medical Unit medic
Eduardo Mobile Medical Unit medic
Christophe Water technician
Tisha Water technician
Honovi Food Aid coordinator
Dix Food Aid coordinator
Marly Compound gate guard
Dakota Assistant to the Head of Staff

Non-Lander CONC Employees

Uttu Washerwoman
Hamta Washerwoman
Azarakhsh Washerwoman
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viii D R A M AT I S  P E R S O N A E

Dr Tapputu   Head of CONC Medical Outreach Service
Sulu, Kovan, Tamanina  Children of CONC employees

The Youth Action Collective (YAC)

Enki Arakkia Speaker and warrior
Bartol Trainer and warrior
Khshayarshat Trainer and warrior
Ninti Warrior
Malku Warrior
Tiamet Singular [see also Pithar]
Simiya Singular
Asar Singular
Sepsu Asar’s carer
Lilutu Networker and warrior
Chozai Singing-bowl player and mindful warrior

Am Arakkia Mother of Enki
Abgal Izruk Mentor (deceased)

The Non-Land Alliance (N-LA)

Una Dayyani Lead Convenor
Marti Personal assistant to Una Dayyani
Artakhshathra Researcher
Tahazu Rabu  Chief of Police

Nagu Three [In Kadingir]

Uttu  Elderwoman [see also Non-Lander CONC  
 employees]

Kingu Eldest son of Uttu
Habat Daughter-in-law of Uttu, married to Kingu
Gibil Second son of Uttu
Nanshe Daughter-in-law of Uttu, married to Gibil
Muzi Son of Kingu and Habat
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 D R A M AT I S  P E R S O N A E  ix

Pithar [In Zabaria]

Tiamet Singular [see also YAC] and sex worker
Neperdu Sex worker
Anunit Sex worker
Taletha Sex worker
Roshanak Sex worker
Ebebu Son of Tiamet

Is-Land Ministry of Border Defence (IMBOD)

Chief Superintendent Head of the Non-Land IMBOD Barracks 
 Clay Odinson
Peat Orson  Security Generation constable [see also  

 Is-Land]
Laam Vistason Security Generation constable
Jade Sundott Security Generation constable
Robin Steppeson Security Generation constable

Is-Land

Hokma Blesser  Astra’s Shelter mother; charged with treason,  
 died in jail before her trial

Ahn Orson Hokma’s ex-partner; leading architect
Dr Samrod Blesserson Hokma’s brother
Klor Grunerdeson Astra’s Shelter father; Code worker
Nimma Astra’s Shelter mother; Craft worker
Sheba  Klor and Nimma’s Code daughter; killed in a  

 Non-Lander nanobomb attack
Peat Astra’s older Shelter brother [See IMBOD]
Yoki Astra’s Shelter brother; Sec Gen
Meem Astra’s Shelter sister; Sec Gen (still at school)
Congruence  Ahn’s partner, a relationship begun secretly  

 and illegally in her teens; non-Sec Gen
Dr Cora Pollen  Code worker; Hokma Blesser’s collaborator;  

 now in jail
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Homesickness is the great enchanter that animates all phantoms.

Isabelle Eberhardt
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Her name is Istar. She is placeless. You will know her by these signs: 

She will arise in the night, enchained by the light of a day that is dead. A 
child among the mighty, knowing among the innocent, with her first kiss 
she will appoint her vizier, the raven-haired Helpmeet of Harpies. Her 
chariot charged with the anger of ages, she will arrive resplendent at the 
House of Abundant Women. The Seer shall bless her, and she shall heal 
his warriors. Attended by the Prince of Shepherds, she will move like a 
mergallá over the windsands. She will greet her father, drink his beer, 
steal his [word missing] and her lustre will illume his alliance. Alone, she 
will fly to the ashlands and bury herself in the earth. When she arises the 
placeless ones shall be in all places, and all places shall sing glad hymns of 
welcome and of [word missing]. 

The Prophecy 
[Fragments from cuneiform tablets c. 3250 bce]
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ASTRA

‘Ack-ka-ka-ka-ckak!’
Astra tipped her sack of dirty laundry into the pool, gripped her pad-

dle and began to stir. Beside her, Uttu bent and plucked a small gown 
from the suds. It was a baby’s garment, blotched with sulphurous and 
rust-red stains. Protesting in her guttural tongue, the tiny elderwoman 
thrust the dress out to the other washers like a piece of vital evidence in a 
crime.

No. Please, no. Desperation mounting in her chest, Astra focused on a 
pillowcase, fixed her gaze on its thinning weave and frayed seams. But it 
was no use – the grey wave was rising again, flooding her skull, dredging 
up an image that blotted out the room: a young girl’s limp body, her white 
hipskirt drenched with blood.

Sheba was dead. Sheba had been killed by a bus-bomb. And as always, 
the wave broke the news as if for the first time. Staggering under the rush 
and crash of fresh grief, she resisted the only way she knew how.

I’m working. I’m working. I’m working.
Her jaw rigid, the paddle handle digging into her chest, she repeated 

the silent mantra. With a nauseating suck, the wave withdrew. The voices 
faded, the image of Sheba melted away, the laundry pool and its three 
robed washerwomen swam back into focus. But the sickness lingered: 
numb limbs, a sour lump in her stomach, the thick familiar mist stealing 
back into her head. There was never a full recovery from the grey wave. 
Since the Barracks, she had either been fighting it off, or submerged in 
the dank threat of its return.

No one seemed to have noticed her near-collapse. Around the pool, 
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palms pressed to hearts, the three washers had launched into a round of 
lament. Beneath her cap of salt and pepper hair, Uttu’s withered face was 
wrenched open in a long, imploring cry. Tall, bone-thin Azarakhsh 
keened as if to pierce the whitewashed stone vaults, white strands escap-
ing her loose bun like wisps of static electricity. Loudest and deepest was 
Hamta. Her gauzy blue headscarf shimmering in the light from the high 
arched windows, the mountainous woman raised her arm and with a 
swift chopping motion released a resounding ‘Hai!’

‘Hai! Hai!’ the others echoed, their anger igniting a thin ray of resent-
ment in Astra’s clouded head. Sheba had been six when she died, years 
before Astra was even born. Of course she cared about her Shelter sister’s 
death, but why had an infant’s dress triggered such an overwhelming 
reaction?

But anger had no chance against the fog. The brief beam of indigna-
tion dulled and the dismal mist closed in again, bearing its cold, lightless 
truths. Of course she would suffer for Sheba: that was what IMBOD 
had engineered the grey wave to do – fling all her losses up from the deep, 
every last one, bloody and raw as gutted fish.

A gleam caught her eye, luring her back from the brink of despair. The 
charms on Uttu’s copper neck chain: the washerwoman’s gold ring and 
miniature weaver’s shuttle, dangling over the water as she plunged the 
baby’s dress back into the pool. She watched the garment sink into the 
mottled sea of fabric. It was hardly unique. Once a week the washers 
cleaned CONC uniforms, otherwise the laundry came from the Treat-
ment Wards scattered over the Southern Belt, virtually all of it soiled with 
some lurid combination of blood, pus, faeces and vomit. Her job was to 
clean it.

She began shunting the linens back and forth over the tiles, stirring the 
day’s broth of soap and human crud, working to the rhythm of the crones. 
On her first day in the laundry she’d grimly pounded, thumped and 
flipped the cottons, splashing and puddling the uneven stone floor. The 
other washers had hissed and shaken their fingers. In their thin rubber 
sandals, it was easy to slip, Uttu had mimed. The shrunken elderwoman 
had tapped her own pointy elbow and pulled a face. Ouch. Then she’d 
laughed and patted Astra’s arm. She’d flinched, pulled away, but had 
watched Uttu carefully after that, copying her movements throughout 
the washers’ various tasks.

After two weeks in the laundry, she was practically a crone herself. Her 
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hands, bleached by the window light shafting over her shoulders, looked 
as ancient as Uttu’s, the skin wizened and chapped from scrubbing and 
wringing gussets, armpits, bibs – anywhere on a garment the body’s fluids 
could splatter or seep. She didn’t care. Uttu had offered her a pair of 
gloves, but she’d sweated inside the yellow rubber and the bar of soap had 
constantly slipped from her fingers, incurring first the raucous laughter of 
the others, and then grumbles. So now she worked bare-knuckled like 
them, slapping on the coconut moisturiser provided in tubs by the door 
at the end of her shifts; the thin white grease absorbed into her skin with-
out trace, just as the washers’ occasional stabs at communication failed to 
penetrate her fog. She could understand their basic commands  –  her 
eleven years of Inglish and Asfarian lessons occupied some part of her 
mind IMBOD couldn’t – or hadn’t bothered to – hijack. But between 
them the three old women had only a smattering of the two official 
CONC languages. ‘So-mar-ian,’ Uttu had said proudly on the first day, 
patting her bony chest; as if oblivious to Astra’s incomprehension the 
little woman often cackled at her in the Non-Land tongue, but otherwise 
the washers addressed her mainly to issue instructions or chuckle at her 
blunders.

That was fine. She wasn’t allowed to talk about why she was here, and 
she didn’t want to talk about what was wrong with her. No one in the 
CONC compound would believe her if she told them what had hap-
pened at the Barracks, and even if they did, no one would be able to fix 
her. She was damaged goods, a leaking contagion: dumped in the small 
dark hours at the back entrance to this crumbling fortress, she’d been 
passed round like a sack of rotting potatoes from the night porter to the 
day receptionist to the Head of Staff and now, yet again, confined where 
she could do least harm. The Head, a shrewd man with a trim black mous-
tache, had briskly assessed her wasted arms, dull skin and shadowed eyes 
and offered her a doctor’s appointment. She’d refused – she’d rather be 
buried alive in a termites’ nest than see another doctor  –  and he’d 
shrugged, scanned his screendesk and neatly slid her deficiencies into 
a hole in his rota. Working in the laundry would be good for her muscles, 
he’d said. The Compound Director would meet with her soon to discuss 
her family situation. In the meantime, he’d instructed, peering at her 
over his small round glasses, she was to remember that her Code status 
was strictly classified information.

So far no summons had come. Of course not. No one in this arid work 
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camp gave a flying frig about her or her Code father. And anyway, given 
what happened to her whenever she thought about Zizi Kataru, she 
wasn’t sure she’d make it through that conversation alive. Just the flicker 
of a thought about him in the Head of Staff ’s office had been agony 
enough.

No, she didn’t need the Director’s help. She would make her own 
plans; she would hide in the compound, working as a local employee of 
the Council of New Continents, until she’d figured out what to do. Silent, 
invisible, swathed in these shapeless robes, she was almost safe.

Beside her, Uttu poked at a pillowcase, chattered to Hamta. Astra 
picked up her pace. She was slick with sweat now, the robes clinging to 
her flesh. She wanted to tear off the heavy, damp fabric, but that was 
impossible. She had a right to her spiritual practices, the Head had said, 
but going sky-clad would alienate the Non-Landers in the compound 
and – he had paused before adding – ‘almost certainly attract unwanted 
attention’ from some of the internationals. She had understood. With 
her shaved head and neurohospice scar, she already attracted plenty of 
unwanted attention in the corridors and dining hall. So she had taken the 
two robes he’d offered, soft white with blue trim, glad at least to discard 
the rough hemp sheet IMBOD had bundled her up in after the 
Barracks.

She worked steadily on, her nose prickling. At least the ammonia 
masked the stink of shit; the first soak, mostly composed of soiled sheets 
and nappies, was a cesspit. Careful not to splash, she dug at the laundry 
with her paddle, separating folds to dissolve any solids lurking in the 
creases. The work was getting easier. She no longer felt disgusted by the 
morning soak. And she could stand up for the whole day now, needing 
just the normal scheduled breaks. Soon, during the second soak, they 
would go out to the courtyard colonnades for coconut water, prayers and 
yoga. As the ammonia ate into the bloodstains, Hamta would sit on a mat 
with her eyes closed, performing elaborate chants and prostrations, and 
Azarakhsh, after her own private prayers, would lead Uttu and Astra in 
sun salutations – the only time Uttu, a supple cocoon in her white robes, 
was silent all day.

After the break they would re-rinse and wring and peg the laundry out 
to dry in the courtyard. There were electric dryers, a wall of them in the 
next room, but these, Uttu had instructed in her rudimentary Asfarian, 
were only for use when it rained. Appliances had to be imported from 
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Asfar, Astra had finally understood; they were difficult to repair or 
replace. That was the way it was here: water, solar power, fruit – nearly 
everything was rationed in the compound.

Whatever the weather, after lunch the washers took another prayer 
break followed by siesta. In the afternoon they ironed and folded and 
repacked yesterday’s laundry in the bags for the CONC medics to pick 
up. Finally, they brought in the dry load. The clean linens from the court-
yard smelled of sunshine, and wielding the heavy iron felt powerful, but 
Astra’s favourite task was wringing. She positively looked forward to 
wringing. The skin on her hands could fall off in shreds as long as she 
could keep gripping and twisting fibres tender as flesh, seams tough as 
gristle. One day, she thought, prodding viciously at a sheet, she would 
wring Ahn’s scrawny neck until it snapped.

CRACK. She had risked it, and here it came: a sharp warning shot. 
Not the grey wave but the pain-ball. The hard metal marble that shot up 
from her cranium scar-hole whenever she thought about anyone 
IMBOD didn’t want her to remember: her Code father or Hokma, Ahn, 
Dr Blesserson, or any of the doctors and Barracks officers who had ruined 
her life. She leaned on her paddle and took the dazzling hit to her left 
temple. It was worth it. But she had to be careful. She had learned to her 
cost that, if she persisted too long in dreams of revenge, the pain-ball 
would tear a trail of white fire around her skull, detonating a series of 
phosphorous explosions that would bleach her brain, leave her blind and 
moaning back on the floor of the Barracks.

I’m working. I’m working. I’m working.
The mantra worked. The pain-ball rolled back into its socket. She 

inhaled, placed her foot on the rim of the pool and reached across to snag 
a floating nappy with her paddle. Like an electrical current, a ripping sen-
sation sizzled through the triangle IMBOD had cross-hatched on her 
perineum.

The cloud of misery returned and tears sprang to her eyes. These relent-
less attacks  –  the pain-ball, the grey wave, the buzzing nest of her 
brand-wound, as if the nerves were permanently singed, flaring up at 
night and keeping sleep at bay for hours. An ill wind in her head hissed all 
this was her own fault . . . and for a weak, terrible, bottomless moment she 
didn’t know if she could stand it any more.

‘Astra?’ Uttu was touching her arm, her curious hazel eyes asking, 
What’s wrong? Astra ducked the woman’s gaze, pulled away, dragged the 
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nappy towards her. No. Until she fell unconscious, face down in the pool, 
she would bear it. She had learned the tricks to quell the wave and stop 
the pain-ball and she would conquer the stinging brand-wound too. It 
was an irritant, like the ammonia. That was all.

She scraped at a soggy crust of shit on the nappy. A warm breeze wafted 
in from the open door to the courtyard, followed by the hectic pattering 
of feet and a shrill fusillade of giggles. She didn’t bother to look round. 
Beset with glee, the three children would be clinging to the door frame, 
pointing at her skull-hole and speculating in fierce whispers as to its cause. 
They were children of other local workers, speaking a Non-Landish 
tongue, but the language of widened eyes, wagging fingers and bossy 
tones was universal. The older girl was clearly the ringleader; she would 
be firmly overruling her brother’s interjections while their plump little 
sister stared up at Astra, dumbfounded.

‘Hai!’ Uttu turned and flapped the children away. The kids thun-
dered back out into the courtyard and the old woman addressed Astra 
rapidly again. She was smiling, her gleaming gold charms a warm wink in 
the sterile vault of the room. Across the pool, Hamta paused from pad-
dling and smoothed a strand of black hair back into her voluminous 
headscarf.

‘She say, “They like you”, ’ the large woman announced proudly in 
 Asfarian. Uttu clapped delightedly and Azarakhsh’s long face creased up 
in a gap-toothed grin, both clearly impressed by Hamta’s triumphant 
sentence-making.

Astra jabbed a wodge of pillowcases with her paddle. Like her? The 
kids were frigging addicted to her. They followed her around the com-
pound, pointing at her head, hiding behind corners in chattering huddles 
as if betting on what she would do next, though there was nothing she 
could do except wait for her hair to grow back. Much as she wanted to 
pass without notice, she couldn’t cover her skull like Hamta: headscarves 
were Abrahamite garb.

The pool water was a grim khaki sludge and the suds had deflated to 
pancake-flat clouds, drifting over the continents of fabric. Uttu pulled the 
plug. The filthy water gurgled through the pipes to the algae-scrubber, to 
be cleaned and returned in an endless cycle of conservation; the laundry 
water was probably as old as the crones. When the pool had drained 
Hamta took a hose from the wall and aimed a jet of cleaned water over 
the laundry. As Azarakhsh slopped the wet fabric around in the spray, 
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Uttu leaned over the pool and retrieved the baby gown. Astra’s cranium 
throbbed, but that was all: the wave trigger appeared to have exhausted 
itself for the moment. Muttering to herself, Uttu smoothed out the little 
dress on the rim of the pool. Then she carefully laid the garment back on 
the rising surface of the water, dug a scoop into the bag of powder by the 
hose, and sprinkled detergent over the stained frills.

Astra’s nose twitched. She thrust her hand into her robe pocket  –   
pockets were the only point of clothes – and pulled out her hanky.

Huh-huh-huh-TSCHOO.
‘Amon,’ Azarakhsh responded, drawing an Ankh on her chest, as she 

did before and after yoga.
‘Amon-nia,’ Hamta guffawed, setting in motion a circle of translation 

and laughter. Astra wiped her nose and stuffed the hanky back in her 
pocket.

‘Bless ooh,’ Uttu announced loudly.
Blesserson?
She was practically knocked sideways by the blow: a cannoning skull-

ball smashing her vision into a field of white stars.
As if from the other side of the galaxy, across the pool Hamta quizzi-

cally echoed the phrase. ‘Bleh sou?’
‘Inglish,’ Uttu’s voice came floating to her. ‘Bless. Ooh.’
Inglish. She seized the word like a life ring in the void. This wasn’t a 

memory, just information. It shouldn’t hurt. Against the comet trail of 
pain, she kicked out for the mothership of facts. To bless, yes, she knew 
that verb, it meant to make holy. ‘Bless you’ could be used to say thank 
you  or, when someone sneezed, to deter evil spirits. Evil beings like  
Dr Samrod Blesserson – CRACK: a bright white supernova of pain as 
the ball hit her temple, but she didn’t care. She had to finish the thought, 
finish the job. One day she was going to break Dr Blesserson, break Ahn 
Orson, shatter their thin crooked smiles, hammer their cold glass hearts 
into dust.

Right now, though, she had to stop this fanatical assault on her head. 
She forced her eyes open, focused on the pool, her lips moving with the 
mantra.

I’m working. I’m working. I’m working.
Her eyes blazed with tears. But the pain-ball receded. The white stars 

dimmed. The laundry room reappeared. She inhaled and stood still, 
hardly daring to believe in this temporary reprieve.
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Beside her, Uttu was stirring again, head down, bangles tinkling as she 
briskly frothed up the water. Hamta and Azarakhsh, though, were both 
looking, frowning, at Astra. Why? Were they waiting for her to speak? To 
say what? Thank you? She couldn’t say anything. Her mouth was a desert, 
her throat a parched well. And now here it came, though she hadn’t been 
thinking about Klor or Sheba or Peat or anyone she loved and missed: the 
grey wave, crashing down with a thundering force.

There was no point in talking to these people – there was no point in talk-
ing to anyone – because she was a freak, like a warty carrot, or a red pepper 
with a double goitre – something you took photos of to laugh at. Why 
had the Head of Staff made her work with people? She should be shut 
away, locked up on her own. She was useless – worse than useless, a com-
plete monstrosity. She was here in this prison, being eviscerated by her 
own body, because she was a grotesque, worthless, hideous botched job, a 
Code nightmare, a deformity who should have been destroyed at birth. 
She was paralysed by the enormity of it, every muscle in her body clenched 
hard as granite. She was a freak of nature and culture. Half Is-Lander, 
exposed as a pathetic fake Sec Gen, half Non-Lander, a criminal’s blood 
pumping through her veins. She would never belong anywhere. That’s 
why she was here, trapped in a stone warren with no trees or grass or 
flowers, a place where no birds sang, a prison of pain and humiliation 
where everyone laughed and stared at her and even her Gaia garden hurt. 
She ought to implode, right now. She should put herself and everyone 
else out of her misery. She should drink a jugful of ammonia, hang herself 
with a pus-stained sheet, throw herself from the ramparts, smash her 
head open on the courtyard floor.

The wave parted. Around her, as if behind a gauze screen, the washers 
were exchanging glances; Uttu, head cocked, was peering up at her with 
concern. But they didn’t matter. What mattered was the sunlight playing 
over the soap suds and fabric. The pool looked like a brain, she realised. A 
round grey slice of wrinkled brain, soaking in foamy bubbles. A button 
on a bed shirt glinted up at her like a dare.

‘Excuse me,’ she said in Asfarian, laying her paddle against the rim of 
the pool. ‘I am just going outside for a short break.’
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